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About Unit Objects, Complex Numbers, the Solver and more...

By Ph. J. Roussel

Present article reports some of the problems users encountered when they tried to combine
some of the powerful features of the HP48, and the workarounds I proposed for them.

A first important deficiency of the HP48 (in my opinion) is the fact that it does not accept
complex valued unit objects. When you try to enter the command line:
(3,4)_V

the HP48 (including the HP48G) reacts with the error message:
_ Error:
Too Few Arguments

and returns only the complex argument value (3,4) to the stack. I was rather disappointed
when I first stumbled on this limitation, and I am still looking for an acceptable reason not to
define such an object type in a calculator like the HP48. After all, electrical engineers are used
to working with complex unit objects as a mathematical representation for the magnitude and
phase of the harmonic components of periodic quantities (like voltages, currents,
impedances). Up to now, none of the HP people I talked with could provide me with an
acceptable excuse, and some of them even reacted rather embarrassed when confronted with
the problem. It's hard to believe that the engineers at Corvallis (some of which are electrical
engineers, no doubt) simply overlooked this possibility at the system software design stage. I
see no major conflicts with the existing HP48 system if complex unit objects would be
introduced. Most of the possible problems are related to a similar limitation of the HP48, the
fact that the SOLVR only solves for real-valued  solutions of the EQ defined.

On a (future?) calculator that would support both complex unit objects and a solver that can
cope with complex (preferably also unit) variables, the equation for the zero line voltage V0 in
the three phase power system below could simply be defined as:
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Wherein U and Z would be Complex Unit Lists with 'nU' and 'nZ' defined as their SIZE:

'nU' 26 bytes Checksum: # 7F6Ah ´ U SIZE EVAL ª
'nZ' 26 bytes Checksum: # 6326h ´ Z SIZE EVAL ª
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and Z(j) equal to the sum of its series impedance components Zi(j)+Zl(j)+ZL(j) for each of
the 3 parallel generator branches between the ground and the V0 node. The separate definition
of nU and nZ allows for inclusion of Zl0 as the fourth element of the Z list, without having to
include a dummy zero voltage on the corresponding position in the U  list. Due to the
limitations of the HP48 mentioned above, both the complex equation and its complex variables
have to be split in two parts, either real and imaginary (rectangular form), or amplitude and
phase (polar form). If we still want to use complex arithmetic in between, the unit object
variable components have to be converted into reals before they are recombined into complex
numbers. The XYçC and the CVAL function perform the conversion for the rectangular and the
polar form cases respectively:

'XYçC' 82.5 bytes Checksum: # 7E42h
´ ç Ure Uim 'UVAL(UBASE(Ure))ADD i*UVAL(UBASE(Uim))' ª
'CVAL' 91.5 bytes Checksum: # C7E7h
´ ç Abs Arg 'UVAL(UBASE(Abs))*(COS(Arg)ADD i*SIN(Arg))' ª

The UBASE function first reduces the unit objects into the standard SI reference. This assures a
fixed relationship between a given unit object and the numeric value it is subsequently
mapped onto with UVAL, so that back-conversion is possible. The ADD function makes XYçC
and CVAL compatible with list argument entries. HP48S owners have to replace it with +.
Because the UVAL(UBASE()) sequence is often needed for unit to numeric object mappings, it
is useful to define it as a separate UREF (Unit REFerence) function:

'UREF' 46 bytes Checksum: # 5378h
´ ç Uobj 'UVAL(UBASE(Uobj))' ª

The ABSZ function can be defined directly:

'ABSZ' 71 bytes Checksum: # BB4Ch
´ ç Re Im 'É(SQ(Re)ADD SQ(Im))' ª

The angle argument pitfall

For equations that contain the inverse trigonometric functions ASIN, ACOS & ATAN, or the
complex argument function ARG, things are somewhat complicated by the angular mode
system flags -17 & -18. The HP48G Series Advanced User's Reference Manual  states that
for the direct functions SIN , COS  & TAN with real arguments, the current angle mode
determines the number's interpretation as an angle, unless the angular units are specified . For
consistent backconversion of real angular equation outputs to unit object variables, system
flags -17 & -18 have to be checked to attach the correct angle unit object to the number.
That's were the çUAng function can be useful:

'çUAng' 162.5 bytes Checksum: # 5C40h
´ ç Ang
´ Ang ª çNUM
IF -17 FC? -18 FC? AND
THEN '1_∞'
ELSE
IF -17 FS? THEN '1_r' ELSE '1_grad' END

END çUNIT
ª

For example 'çUAng(ARG(i))' EVAL returns 90_∞ in degrees mode, and 1.57079632679_r
in rads mode.
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Two SOLVR equations for the sample problem.

By splitting V0 in its amplitude and phase components, the HP48 equation pair for V0
becomes (presented in Equation Writer format):

This corresponds with the algebraic objects

'V0.EQ' 257 bytes Checksum: # BF9Ch
'UVAL(UBASE(V0))=ABS(Ö(j=1,nU,CVAL(U(j),ÿu(j))/CVAL(Z(j),ÿz(j)))
/Ö(j=1,nZ,INV(CVAL(Z(j),ÿz(j)))))'
'ÿv0.EQ' 272.5 bytes Checksum: # 6E62h
'ÿv0=çUAng(ARG(Ö(j=1,nU,CVAL(U(j),ÿu(j))/CVAL(Z(j),ÿz(j)))
/Ö(j=1,nZ,INV(CVAL(Z(j),ÿz(j))))))'

The following EQ definition allows selection of either the amplitude or the phase equation
from the SOLVR menu:

'EQ' 29.5 bytes Checksum: # DB97h
{ V0.EQ ÿv0.EQ }

By default, the 'U', 'ÿu', 'Z' and 'ÿz' list appear as a single softkey on the SOLVR menu
with the above 'EQ' definition, so that they have to be entered as such. This also means that
the list variables can not be solved for with a leftshift keystroke! Even when symbolic
component variable names are put into the list, they do not appear separately in the SOLVR
menu:

'U' 27 bytes Checksum: # 9B96h
{ U1 U2 U3 }
'ÿu' 31 bytes Checksum: # 1751h
{ ÿu1 ÿu2 ÿu3 }
'Z' 32.5 bytes Checksum: # B686h
{ Z1 Z2 Z3 Z0 }
'ÿz' 37.5 bytes Checksum: # A27Ah
{ ÿz1 ÿz2 ÿz3 ÿz0 }

A customized SOLVR menu for each EQ component is needed to make the appropriate
component variables appear as separate menu softkeys (HP48S Owner's Manual Volume 1
chapter 17 p 269-270, HP48G Users' guide p. 18-9).
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'V0.EQ' and 'ÿv0.EQ' have to be extended with a key definitions list containing the SOLVR
variables:

'V0.EQ' 356.5 bytes Checksum: # 950Ch
{ 'UVAL(UBASE(V0))=ABS(Ö(j=1,nU,CVAL(U(j),ÿu(j))/CVAL(Z(j),ÿz(j)))
/Ö(j=1,nZ,INV(CVAL(Z(j),ÿz(j)))))'
{ U1 ÿu1 U2 ÿu2 U3 ÿu3 Z1 ÿz1 Z2 ÿz2 Z3 ÿz3 Z0 ÿz0 V0 } }
'ÿv0.EQ' 373 bytes Checksum: # 5D0Ah
{ 'ÿv0=çUAng(ARG(Ö(j=1,nU,CVAL(U(j),ÿu(j))/CVAL(Z(j),ÿz(j)))
/Ö(j=1,nZ,INV(CVAL(Z(j),ÿz(j))))))'
{ U1 ÿu1 U2 ÿu2 U3 ÿu3 Z1 ÿz1 Z2 ÿz2 Z3 ÿz3 Z0 ÿz0 ÿv0 } }

Note that this does not influence the HP48G Solve equation  form  menu! The creation of the
solver-list can be automated with the following 'çEQMenu' program. It takes the equation
definition object (either algebraic or program), its storage variable name, and a variable name
list from the stack. Any list type variable in this list is detected as such and its contents are
inserted in the key-definition list in stead of the variable name. The key-definition list is then
merged with the EQ definition into a solver-list and stored as Eqname. HP48S owners need the
DOLIST patch of PCXJV10N3P14.

'çEQMenu' 171.5 bytes Checksum: # 9754h
´ ç Eq Eqname Varlist
´ Eq Varlist 1
´ ç Var
´
IF Var VTYPE 5 ã
THEN Var
ELSE Var EVAL LISTç DROP
END

ª
ª DOLIST 2 çLIST Eqname STO

ª
ª

Sample solutions

1. Given the following three phase voltage and impedance data

U1: .22_kV,ÿu1: 0_∞,U2: .22_kV,ÿu2: -120_∞,U3: .22_kV,ÿu3: 120_∞,
Z1: 100_ù,ÿz1: 10_∞,Z2: 100_ù,ÿz2: -10_∞,Z3: 100_ù,ÿz3: 0_∞,Z0: 1_ù,ÿz0: 0_∞

, the first equation component returns the amplitude part of V0, and the second (NXEQ) its
phase:

V0: '.610146478194_V' ÿv0: '-60_∞'

2. Removal of the zero return line Zl0 from the impedance data only requires removal of the
components Z0 and ÿz0 from 'Z' and 'ÿz' respectively, 'Z0' and 'ÿz0' may be left
unaltered:

'Z': { Z1 Z2 Z3 } 'ÿz': { ÿz1 ÿz2 ÿz3 }

leads to:

V0: '21.1564588528_V' ÿv0: '-60_∞'

The resulting increase in voltage clearly shows the stabilizing effect of such a zero line in case
of unbalanced loads.
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Using complex unit objects in output strings

The fact that the HP48 doesn't accept complex unit objects does not mean that they cannot be
used in string format for reporting results of complex number computations like those above.
The çTCUSTR program takes a Tag (either string or variable name), an output value Uval
(either real or complex number or unit object) and a (possibly dimensionless) unit object
Unit, and combines them into what could be described as a "Tagged Complex Unit String". If
Uval is a number (only possibility in case of complex numbers) it is reduced with UVAL of
UBASE of Unit, which is the numeric-to-unit back conversion reference consistent with the
XYçC and CVAL programs. If Uval is a unit object, CONVERT is used for conversion of Uval into
the output Unit units.

'çTCUSTR' 221.5 bytes Checksum: # 7D97h
´ ç Tag Uval Unit
´
IF Uval TYPE 13 ==
THEN Uval Unit CONVERT UVAL
ELSE Uval Unit UBASE UVAL /
END Tag çTAG
IF Unit TYPE 13 ==
THEN Unit çSTR DUP "_" POS OVER SIZE 1 - SUB +
ELSE çSTR
END

ª
ª

Sample conversions

Input ⇒ Output

çTCUSTR ⇒

Using the input data variables of the SOLVR sample solutions above, the command line input

'U2' U2 ÿu2 CVAL DEG POLAR 1_V çTCUSTR

yields the output string ":U2: (220,Ä-120)_V"

And more...setting up a redundant MMMMEEEESSSS  equation set

Setting up a versatile Multiple Equations Solver set requires thorough understanding of how
the MES uses the equations to solve problems. This is explained in the HP82211A Solve
Equation Library Application Card Owner's Manual on p.170 (edition 1), under
"Designing the Equations", and in chapter 25 of the HP48G series User's Guide  on p.25-8
(edition 1), under "Defining a Set of Equations". Nevertheless, some of the equations in the
Equation Library fall short on most of the points mentioned there.
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A typical example is the equation set defined in the Equation Library under the entry
Electricity...RLC Current Delay

'EQ' 253.5 bytes Checksum: # 221Bh
{ 'TAN(ÿs)=(XL-XC)/R' 'TAN(ÿp)=(1/XC-1/XL)/(1/R)' 'XC=CONST(rad)/(ö*C)'
'XL=ö*L/CONST(rad)' 'ö=CONST(twoá)*f' }

The set works fine for some analysis type problems. E.g., given R, L ,C & f, the MES can solve
for the impedance components. See the Equation Reference of either of the manuals cited
above (p.67 and p. 4-16 respectively) for a sample solution.

Its application is very limited though: given R, L, C & ÿs (e.g. at series resonance, ÿs=0), it
halts with the message "Too Many Unknowns", while the system clearly has a solution. The
major cause of this limitation is the way the first two equations of the set are defined: if the
variable ö is unknown, its presence in both the XL & XC equation makes them both unknown,
so that the TAN(ÿs) & TAN(ÿp) equations cannot be used to solve for ö if ÿs or ÿp are given.
A more versatile MES set requires explicit substitution of XL & XC in the TAN(ÿs) & TAN(ÿp)
equations.

An extra limitation involves most solvable synthesis type problems. As the sub entry title for
the equation set indicates, it only provides equations for the current delay, which is only the
phase component of the series and parallel impedances. The impedance magnitudes are mis-
sing from the set. This precludes a lot of extra possibilities: solving for ALL vars given L, ZS,
ZP & ÿs, would be a nice option. Given C, ZS, ÿs & ÿp, ALL vars of the system are also
implicitly defined.

The lesson here is: because present HP48 version of the MES does not perform symbolic substi-
tutions automatically, designing a versatile MES set requires explicit substitutions for some of
the functional relationships involved. This makes the byte count of the set larger than theoreti-
cally required. Most of the tools needed to extend the search algorithm of the MES with this
feature are already present in the firmware of the HP48. Perhaps we will find it in a future ver-
sion of the MES?

A more redundant MMMMEEEESSSS set:
'RLC.EQ' 796.5 bytes Checksum: # 9F10h
{ 'ö=CONST(twoá)*f'
'XL=ö*L/CONST(rad)' 'XC=CONST(rad)/(ö*C)'
'XS=ö*L/CONST(rad)-CONST(rad)/(ö*C)'
'YP=ö*C/CONST(rad)-CONST(rad)/(ö*L)'
'ZS=ABSZ(R,XS)' 'ZP=INV(ABSZ(INV(R),YP))' 'TAN(ÿs)=XS/R' 'TAN(ÿp)=-R*YP'
'R=ZS*COS(ÿs)' 'XS=ZS*SIN(ÿs)' 'ZP=R*COS(ÿp)' 'ZP*YP=-SIN(ÿp)'
'ZS*C*SIN(ÿs)=-L*SIN(ÿp)/ZP' 'XS*C=L*YP'
'(ZS^2-R^2)*C^2=(INV(ZP^2)-INV(R^2))*L^2' }

Sample solution
Given the MUSER vars { :L: '500_mH' :ZS: '110_ù' :ZP: '90_ù' :ÿs: '-10_∞' },

solving for ALL vars leads to the following MCALC var solutions:

{ :R: '108.33E0_ù' :XS: '-19.101E0_ù' :ÿp: '33.819E0_∞'
:YP: '-6.1841E-3_mho' :C: '161.88E0_µF' :ö: '93.682E0_r/s'
:f: '14.910E0_Hz' :XL: '46.841E0_ù' :XC: '65.942E0_ù' }


